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News in Thermology

Ph.D Awards based on thermal imaging

University of Tromsø

Dr Louis de Weerd, plastic surgeon and PhD student of
Prof Mercer, defended successfully his thesis on “Free
Perforator Flap Surgery and Dynamic Infrared Thermo-
graphy” at the North Norway University Tromsø.

After presenting his trial lecture on “Perfusion imaging in
reconstructive surgery", the candidate discussed in his the-
sis the advantages of infrared images in preparation and
monitoring breast reconstruction based on perforator flaps
originating from the subcutaneous tissue of the abdomen.
Louis de Weerd studies investigated infrared imaging and
found this imaging method to be reliable and practical tech-
nique,. which correlates with ultrasound Doppler investi-
gations, and helps to identify perforator vessels which can
nourish abdominal flaps. Dynamic Infrared Thermo-
graphy was used to map the best perforator preoperatively.
Applying he same technology helped to determine the per-
meability of the micro-anastomoses and to detect early
thrombosis intra- operatively. The information revealed in

the postoperative phase provided new understanding of
the function of the vascular anatomy in healing of perfora-
tor flaps

Prof Hamdi, a world authority in perforator flap surgery
from the University Hospital Gent, was the first opponent.
He questioned the rationale for the selection of particular
perforator vessels and in which way the small rate of partial
flap failures can further be reduced. The candidate de-
fended successfully this part of his thesis.

Prof Ammer asked for thermal description of hot spots
beyond vision by eye. He proposed to describe the rapid
appearance of hot spots by the time lag between the end
of the cold challenge and the appearance of the hot spot or
by the size and temperature of the spot The temperature
difference to the surrounding tissue or the temperature
change of hot spots in time are other possible measure-
ments. The candidate agreed that detailed thermal descrip-
tion of hot spots will increase the repeatability of the
thermographic evaluation of abdominal perforator flaps.
This part of the thesis was also successfully defended and
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Figure 1
Successful thesis defense by Dr Louis de Weerd
From left to right: Prof Hamdi (first opponent), Dr Louis de Weed (PhD candidate), Linda de Weerd, Prof Ammer (second oppo-
nent) Mona Johannessen(examination chair), Prof Tone Nordoy (third opponent) Prof Mercer
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Newsletter

Louis de Weerd will be awarded with the degree of Philo-
sophiae Doctor.

University of Glamorgan

Kevin Howell clinical scientist at the Royal Free Hospital
London, was awarded with the academic degree Doctor of
Philosophy at the degree ceremony in July 2010. Dr Kevin
Howell´s degree is based on a portfolio comprising thermo-
graphic studies related to Raynaud´s phenomenon and
localised Scleroderma in children.

Standard for Specifications of Thermal imagers
An international group of metrologists, chaired by Prof
Graham Machin, are currently discussing standards for
“technical data specification for thermal imagers”. Prof
Machin emphasised that the standard is to include only the
essential parameters required for specifying the imager
performance. The parameters should help the purchaser
of an imager decide which device best meets his particular
measurement requirements.

A the following draft list of parameters should be included
in the standard.

� Waveband

� Instantaneous Field of View (Spatial Resolution)

� FOV

� Temperature resolution (NETD-like)

� Temperature measurement accuracy

� Short term stability

� Temperature range

� Non-Uniformity Correction (include in image uniformity

� Image uniformity

� Display resolution (image)

� Power supply (Effect on temperature output )

� Display resolution (temperature)

� Frame Rate

� Response time

� Long term stability (linked to temperature accuracy)

� Stability (Ambient Temperature Effect)

� Emissivity setting

� Effects of ambient conditions

� SSE

� Interchange (as per spot pyro standard)

� Warm up time (ready from switch on)

� Reflection and path corrections (humidity, distance, at-
mospheric temperature and transmission)

� Focus range

� Number of pixels in sensor

� Storage conditions

� Operating environmental conditions

� Calibrated temperature range

� Measurement temperature range


